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Abstract

Background: Hypertension is a common health problem among the elderly. Approximately 50% have poor adherence to their prescribed medication, which leads to uncontrolled blood pressure. This study was aimed to understand causes of poor adherence and gain knowledge of patient's self-management in their home.

Methods: In-depth interviews were conducted. Elderly hypertension patients with poor adherence to antihypertension medication and uncontrolled blood pressure, between the ages of 60-79 were purposively selected to participate in this study. Home visits, including observation of patient's behavior in their home, were conducted. Content analysis was performed.

Results: A total of thirty respondents were interviewed of which 17 were female and 13 were male. All understood that hypertension is a chronic health problem but most of them were unaware that nonadherence to their hypertension medication treatment would lead to negative consequence to their health. Most respondents had negative beliefs toward hypertension treatment. The reasons for poor adherence are: 1) personal beliefs or habits, which include forgetfulness and negative belief that the medication will not control blood pressure; 2) side effects of medication and 3) negative perceptions influenced by the community. Research results showed that most participants were not taking their prescribed dosage. Additionally, expired medication was commonly found in their medication inventory. High sodium diets and no regular exercise was commonly reported.

Conclusion: Patients understood that hypertension is a lifelong condition but unaware of consequence of poor adherence. Personal reason and negative belief as well as wrong belief influenced by community. Forgetfulness and manage dosage of medication should be addressed when designing a strategy to improve medical adherence. Education on controlling hypertension and treatments should be addressed and incorporated into a holistic strategy to improve adherence to the patient's drug regimen.
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Introduction

The World Health Organization (WHO) reported, globally 10 million adults suffer from hypertension, of which two thirds are in developing countries. In 2025, it is predicted that hypertension patients will increase to 1.56 billion(1).

Based on a study in 2008-2009, it is reported that 24.7% of the population suffered from hypertension, especially, among the elderly. It is expected that hypertension will have a growing impact on this age group(2).

Thailand is experiencing a rapid increase in elderly population 60 years and older. In 2000, this age group was 5.87 million and increased to 8.38 million in 2010. The prediction is 12.39 million by 2020. Based on this rapid increase, the health care system should plan at the all levels to make the health services suitable for elderly(3).

There are 41% of elderly have hypertension and almost 50% have poor adherence to their drug regimen and as such, have uncontrolled blood pressure. The study showed, almost half of them stopped taking antihypertension drugs due to no signs and symptoms. During the 5 to 10 years of follow-up, less than 40% of patients continued with their prescribed antihypertensive treatment.(4, 5). Other studies have reported numerous factors that affect adherence including lifestyle, psychological issues, health literacy, support systems and side effects of medications(6).

This study was conducted in Buengkan province, which is the newest province of Thailand and is considered a rural area. There is still lack of information and evidence with the elderly in this region, as it relates to self-care management in their home and adherence to their hypertension medication treatment. Additional
information needs to be gathered among the elderly population in rural areas. The primary aim of this study was to gain a better understanding of elderly hypertension patient’s perspective on living with hypertension and their knowledge on hypertension and treatment. Secondary, was to gain a deeper understanding of how the patients managed their medication at home. This information gathered from this study will be benefit in helping health care provider to develop strategies or programs to improve medical adherence from the root cause of problem among the elders.

**Methodology**

A qualitative approach using in-depth structured interviews, were conducted at the patient's home during home visits. Purposive sampling was adopted by interviewing 40 participants until a saturation of responses was reached. During the home visit, the dialogue included asking the patient to show how their medications are stored. Additionally, observations about diet were made based on leftover food. The inclusion criteria for these patients in this rural area of Thailand included:

1) Age between 60 - 79 years;
2) Diagnosed with hypertension for at least one year;
3) Made at least three hospital visits during the last six months with uncontrolled blood pressure; (systolic >140 mm. Hg, diastolic > 90 mm. Hg.)
4) Poor adherence to antihypertension medication, which was identified by pill count by health personnel.
5) Able to provide informed consent and willing to participate in the study.

Patients with severe health conditions were excluded from this study.

The interview lasted approximately 30-45 minutes. The interview process was conducted by a researcher and a trained, degree-qualified research assistant. The interviewers have no relationship to the patients. An audio recording device was used to record the interviews as well as written notes taken based on observations of how the patients stored their medication.

The researcher announced and described general of study information at Buengkan Hospital. Patients who were interested to participate in the study were contacted face to face by the research assistants. Participants were asked to sign the consent form. Some patients who met inclusion criteria declined to participate in this study. A few common reasons included:

1) Not have enough time to participate;
2) Not comfortable with a home visit;
3) Working in the rubber plantation at night and sleep during day time which not suitable for home visit and interview;
4) Some of research questions were too complicated to answer.

This study was reviewed and approved by Chulalongkorn University ethical committee (141.1/60) and Beungkan Hospital ethical committee (BKHEC2018-01).

The recorded interviews and written notes are contained in the field notes of the study. The interview was conducted in the Isan dialect, which is common to Northeast Thailand, then transcribed into Thai, then coded and analyzed. In this process, data was collected on various characteristics and attributes of the participants to gather information that would provide better insights into their daily lives. Attributes of the participants included gender, marital status, living arrangements and whether the patient has a caretaker. An in-depth interview guide was developed by the researcher and reviewed by three experts. The guide included perceptions of living with hypertension, understanding hypertension and its treatment; reasons of not taking medication as prescribed, self-management to control blood pressure, and storage of hypertension medication at home. A combination of methods was performed for triangulation. The researcher’s observations documented in the field notes and information from hospital records. At the end of the interview, participants were asked to show how they manage their hypertension medication as well as explain how they take medication including number of pills, time each day they take medicine and what they do if they forget to take medication.

The study was analyzed by using a content analysis technique. Two trained independent research assistants analyzed the data. Data from the interviews was transcribed by research assistants and field notes from home visit observation session were analyzed.

**Results**

The 30 patients in the study consisted of 17 females and 13 males from different sociodemographic backgrounds. 19 were married, 6 were divorced, 4 widowers and 1 was single. All the patients can take care of themselves and only have a caretaker when they are sick. 24 patients have diabetes in addition to their hypertension. The themes from the interviews and observations include:

1) **Perception toward hypertension**

Many of the patients reported they understand that hypertension is a chronic lifelong disease, but don’t believe that taking medication will deter serious health conditions. Some expressed they may consider discontinuing taking medication or stop taking it every day, to avoid health conditions in the future.

"I think taking medication will make me have more health conditions as I take medication for a long time. I am afraid my kidney will fail soon as I take too many medicines for a long time". (Female age 67)

However, most participants were aware that the doctor’s appointment is important. Even though they do not want to take medicine as prescribed, they still think that coming to the hospital and following the appointment schedule is important.
"I come to hospital and follow my appointment schedule every time at least to check my health condition but I do not believe that taking medicine every day will help control my blood pressure as it never gets lower". (Male age 70)

2) Knowledge of hypertension and its treatment
Most participants do not know causes of hypertension. Most believe that older persons tend to have hypertension.
"I do not know the cause of it but people who get older are more likely to have hypertension than young person." (Female age 65)

When asked about what they could do to control hypertension, all knew that avoiding salty and oily foods was important for controlling hypertension as well as taking their medication as prescribed. However, many have negative perceptions of taking their medication.
"Avoid salty and oily food and take medicine. I had heard people die from kidney failure from taking too much medicine, so I think maybe taking medicine is ok, but not as many as we are given. (Female age 68)

When asked about the name of their medication, none of participants knew the name of the medication but, generally, they can identify each medicine and what it treats. All of them remember the colors and shape of the package and pills and based on this, which medicine to take. This method is used for all their medications.
"I don't know the medicine's name, but I know what it's for and I can remember color, shape and package of medicine which that tells me if that medicine is for hypertension." (Male age 69)

When asked how they receive information regarding hypertension and other chronic diseases, all commented they receive information from the hospital and health promoting hospital.
"While waiting to see doctor in hospital there were nurses who give information about hypertension and diabetes to us." (Female age 74)

3) Reason of poor adherence to hypertension medication
More than half of participants reported that they are taking medication per their prescription but from the pill count results and observations by the researcher and research assistant, it shows that they are in poor adherence to their treatment. Reasons for poor adherence were based on both personal beliefs and perceptions regarding antihypertension medication. Personal beliefs included; not following prescription, take wrong dosage, negative beliefs about medication and forgetfulness. Medication and disease related reasons included avoiding side effects and no signs or symptoms.

A. Do not follow prescription.
"I remember all my medicine, what and when to take because I took this medicine for more 5 years". (Female age 70)

With some patients, the researcher asked to see the medication package and the prescription written on the package. After inspection, many patients were taking the wrong dosage even though they mentioned they were following the prescription.
B. Forgetfulness. All of patients reported that they sometimes forget to take hypertension medicine.
"When I go to the farm or go to the temple in the morning, I take breakfast there, but my medicine was at home and that make me miss taking that dose of medicine" (Male age 64)

C. Belief that taking many medications would cause other serious health problems.
"We think that taking hypertension medicine for a long time will damage kidney and liver which is the reason why people have diabetes after hypertension so that's why I don't take medicine every day". (Female age 67)

D. Take wrong dosage due to misunderstanding the dosage instructions.
"I cut that big white medicine into four pieces and I took one piece the rest I throw away. Some months I finish all the medicine in 10 days. (Female age 62)

E. Are confused or uncomfortable when packaging is changed.
"Doctor gave me new medicine. I don't see reason to take more medicine because I still have many left at home. (Male age 69).

F. Wanting to avoid potential side effects of medicine.
"When I take medicine, I feel tired, cough a lot and cannot sleep at night so I stop taking medicine." (Female age 68)

G. No signs and symptoms. Many participants mentioned, there have no signs and symptoms which leads them to believe there is no reason to continue taking medicine.
"I don't feel like I need to take medicine because I don't have any signs or symptoms. I don't have headache or anything. I don't see reason why I need to take medicine." (Male age 66)

4) Self-care management at home of hypertension patients
Most participants take care of themselves at home. They understand that to control their blood pressure, just medicine is not enough. It also requires controlling diet, stress and exercise.
"The doctor told us to take medicine and don't eat salty and oily foods. I tried to follow the advice, but still every time I check my blood pressure it is still high". (Female age 67)

Most patients expressed they do not consume salty or oily foods, however the researcher discovered that while the patients avoid salt, the seasonings they use are high in monosodium glutamate.
"My daughter is concerned that I have hypertension, so she does not put much salt in the food. She mostly uses fish sauce and roddee." (Female age 69)

All participants mentioned they do not exercise regularly.
"I don't have exercise regularly, but I walk to temple every morning. From my house to temple it takes about 15
5) Patients manage and store their hypertension medication at home

All participants managed their own medication. All participants store their medication in bags that contain many other prescription drugs. Expired medication was commonly found being stored. New and old medicines were stored together in one place.

"I manage my own medicine and take it based on my routine as I have taken medicine for so long. I know better than anyone what to take." (Female age 60)

In addition, most patients used a simple clear plastic bag for storage of their medicines and some stored their medicine in hot areas. None of the participants showed any organization of their medications. None of the patients were aware to check the expiry dates.

"I do not know how to check and never checked expire date. After I received medicine from hospital I put them all in the same place". (Male age 61)

Discussion

Regarding the perception of living with hypertension, participants understand that it is a chronic long-life disease, but they have little knowledge about hypertension and treatment. This study was in line with study conducted in rural Thailand, that showed awareness about hypertension, treatment and controlling of hypertension, was low. There is an urgent need to provide knowledge about hypertension and improve the awareness among the population in the rural areas(7).

The results showed patients take wrong dosage or wrong medicine. A few reasons given for this were relying on their memory as part of their routine for taking medicine for long period of time; also, for patients who are required to take partial doses, a misunderstanding of cutting the tablets and only taking a portion of medicine. Additionally, prescription changes confuse some patients as it’s different in size and shape of the previous medication. Forgetfulness was common among patients. When there are no signs or symptoms, some patients believe their medicine is no longer required. By not taking their medicine, they believe they will avoid potential side effects of the medicine. Our findings are similar to a previous a qualitative study, where reasons for non-adherence were misunderstanding the conditions of the medicine and general disapproval of medication. However, most continued taking the medicine to facilitate their daily life or minimize the side effects of medicine(8). The interview results are in line with study regarding hypertension treatment where adherence was found to be better among those patients who are only taking one medication per day, who never change their medication regimen and those who continue visit the same doctor over time(9).

Other studies published similar key risk factors associated with poor adherence including: lack of a medication administration routine, therapeutic duplication, hoarding, confusion between generic and trade names, multiple prescribers, discontinued medication and multiple storage locations. Forgetfulness, lack of effectiveness, adverse side effects and patient’s general dissatisfaction with the medicine have also shown to be contributors to adherence levels. These studies also align with our proposition that there are several barriers for good adherence among elderly that need to be addressed(9-11). In addition, improved methods to provide accurate education to patients and the community on the nature of hypertension and its treatment, may be helpful to improving adherence among this group of patients.

There are several published works regarding the management of hypertension at home among elderly patients. This literature supports the idea that a controlled diet, exercise and adherence to medication will assist in controlling blood pressure(12-15). Dietary habits among elderly in the rural areas in northeast of Thailand found that salty food is common in their diet(16). The interviews showed that there is still a lack of information provided to this group of patients as most of them misunderstand what constitutes a salty diet where they only focus on salt intake but no other salt products such as seasoning ingredients that contain high levels of monosodium glutamate.

From the interviews, many patients indicated that they were influenced by friends or others in the community to discontinue their medications because the perception is that taking this medicine over a long period of time could potentially lead to additional health problems. Therefore, the comprehensive education program for the community should be implemented. Providing education can’t be the only solution to increase awareness of hypertension. Continued dialogue at the outpatient clinic for each visit, home visits by healthcare workers and family-based discussions will contribute to higher rates of adherence from the patients(17, 18).

There are several studies published regarding the management of medications, but not how the elderly store their medications at home. From our findings, results show that the elderly manage their own medication with little or no support from family members. Our findings suggested that management of medication at home by elderly patients need supervision from family to be able to adhere to their prescription. Studies reported that multiple storage locations of medication are a contributor to poor adherence(19, 20). Our observation found that most patients stored their medications in a single place but with no organization. Lack of organization was a contributor to taking wrong medicine or expired medicine. Storage and organizing medicine is an urgent need to be addressed as patients taking expired medicine may experience negative health outcomes. Providing education to the patients alone is not enough. It needs to be innovative and combined with strategies for monitoring, to determine whether the patient is taking their medication as per the prescription(4, 21).
Conclusion
Study concluded that the key reasons to poor adherence include: personal beliefs or habits, side effects of medication and negative beliefs influenced by the community. Forgetfulness, organization of medication, and storage should be addressed when design strategies to improve medical adherence among elders. Health care providers should pay attention in providing accurate information to patients and community. Education on controlling hypertension and treatments should be addressed and incorporated into a holistic strategy to improve adherence to the patient's drug regimen.
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